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The roundness of the earth meant more to me after that experience then

it ever had before. So in all these things we get certain set data, and we
model

try to work out a theory or a tt4f* that explains everything. But we never

can be sure that the model we work out today and seems good today may not

be proven completely wrong when somebody comes along with a better idea. I

don't image many of you here ever heard of the Child's Restaurants. It

makes me realize my age. Back in the 1920's in New York and in Philadelphia

there were a great many of these Child's Restaurants. (It had nothing to

do with children; it was simply the name of the proprietor) But in every one

of these when you would get the menue, you would find that opposite the

everything on the menue it would tell you how many calories there were in

ht dish, and it would indicate how much was carbohydrate, how much was pro

em, etct The idea was that if you went to a Child's Restaurant you **

would eat what was good for you because you would get the right amount of

protein, carbohydrates, fats, etc. and the right number of calories and you

would get a proper diet. Now that has entirely disappeared because it was

discovered that a person could be according to the information known at that
what

time, one could be an entirely full and complete diet and yet could starve

to death because no one had ever heard of a vitamin. After that time they

discovered the vitamins and the tremendous importance of vitamins. The other

things are important too but vitamins are of supreme importance. So today

we get enought vitamins. So who knows what will be dis-

covered 50 yrs. from now if the Lord tarries? It may be just as much more
than

important as vitamins tka* as they are than our previous fU ideas. People

needed vitamins all through the centuries, but nobody had ever heard.of them

or dreamed of their existence. So what do we really know? We only know what

the Bible truly teaches. Of course we have the problem, how are we going to

interpret the Bible? Various views of the facts Unless one

studies other languages very few people have a realization

of the fact of the dis of words. I think it comes to focus very
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